Health Science Education in a Time of Uncertainty

*Wednesday, April 8, 4:30 p.m. EDT*

16:29:08  From Dianne : Dianne Wall from Charlotte NC
16:29:12  From Rosa Villarreal : Hello everyone from L.B Johnson HS from Laredo, Texas
16:29:12  From Estelle Watts : Hello From Mississippi
16:29:12  From Janet Sparks : Janet Sparks from Florida
16:29:18  From Laura Swayze : Hi Everyone! This is Laura from OCM BOCES Cortland NY
16:29:21  From Mary Barr : Mary B from Lancaster PA
16:29:24  From Shaquita : Shaquita Ingram from GA
16:29:26  From Nancy Osborn : Nancy from IOWA!
16:29:26  From Stephanie Mai : Stephanie Mai from Idaho!
16:29:34  From aejarvis : Good afternoon from Ann Jarvis in Gallup, NM
16:29:36  From Cynthia Wampler : Hello from Florida!
16:29:39  From Kandy Smitha : Kandy Smitha from Indianapolis, Indiana
16:29:42  From Todd Smith : Hello from Mississippi
16:29:55  From MARSHA JORDIN : Hello from Springdale, Arkansas
16:29:58  From Karen Fleming : CTE and Nurse Instructor from Porterville, California
16:30:00  From Stephen DeWitt : Hello everyone! Please post your questions and resources links in the Chat box - thank you!
16:30:02  From Robert Harshberger : Hello Robert Harshberger Medical ROP Instructor, retired Army Medic
16:30:16  From bazilee : Hello, this Edliv from Tampa, Florida
16:30:18  From William : William from Utuado, Puerto Rico
16:30:19  From DiDiana Cooper : Diana Cooper, North Panola Career & Technical Center, North Panola School District, Sardis, Mississippi! Glad to be here.
16:30:46  From Paula Sington : Paula Sington Cleveland, MS
16:30:52  From Julie Williams : Hello from Milwaukee, Wisconsin
16:30:54  From 14068 : Hello from Forest Grove Oregon for Montana HOSA
16:31:20 From marciazaroff-herandez: Marcia Zaroff ROP Medical Instructor
Bloomington, CA
16:31:27 From Lisa H: Lisa Holmes, Petal High School CTE, Petal, MS
16:31:35 From Stephen DeWitt: ACTE’s Distance Learning resources are located here:
https://www.actonline.org/professional-development/opportunities/distance-
learning-resources/
16:31:46 From aaronsaenz: Aaron Saenz, CTE Advisor, Instructor, Healthcare
Administration, LAUSD, Division of Adult and Career Education, East Los
Angeles Skills Center
16:31:57 From Michele Jakubauskas: Hello from the Beaverton School District in
Beaverton, Oregon
16:32:10 From Mary Raymond: Mary Raymond, Plymouth Regional Technical Center,
Plymouth, NH
16:32:12 From Mike Oechsner: Mike Oechsner, Nevada HOSA and Oregon HOSA
16:32:46 From Vanessa Bennett: Hello! from Canton Career Center CTE of Mississippi!!
16:32:50 From Linda West: Linda West - Weatherford, TX
16:32:54 From Aurora Soto: Hello. Aurora Soto from United ISD in Laredo, TX
16:32:54 From SaraBethPearson: Sara Beth Pearson, Amory Career & Technical
Center, Amory, MS
16:33:51 From Cynthia Grabelsky: Being there for our students!
16:34:25 From Daphne Dale: Agree! Being a comforting voice and decrease stress
instead of increase.
16:34:42 From Colleen: Hello from the NCCT - happy to help your schools in any way
we can..
16:35:04 From Cynthia Grabelsky: Cynthia Grabelsky from Broward Virtual School,
Hearth - Life Management Skills, Coconut Creek, FL
16:35:08 From Aaron Saenz: A good project we can do now: Now that you see the work
of healthcare workers in a crisis, do you still want to be in healthcare
16:35:54 From Rukaya: Exercise and healthy eating help people boost their immunity,
which in turn helps them boost their antibody production, so won’t keeping
people resting constantly with no movement worsen their condition? If so, then
why are hospitals only keeping patients stationary when that only increases their
chance of not recovering?
16:36:11 From Nadia Collazo: Hello from Puerto Rico
16:36:13 From Stephen DeWitt: ACTE will be sharing the recorded webinar and all of
the good resources being shared.
16:36:31 From Linda Romano: thank you Steve and welcome
16:36:33 From Karen Fleming: In my school district, all work is extra credit
16:36:53 From Heather Stevens: Heather Stevens Greenback High School, Greenback,
Tennessee
16:36:57 From Sherry Amaral: Keep in mind too that many HS students might just be
the only one with a paying job right now! Grace for sure!
16:37:48 From sondra.cline: I have went to a weekly assignment, rather than daily at
this point!
From Leida Maldonado: Hi, from Ponce, Puerto Rico

From M Burton: use if Flipgrid videis, zoom practicing hands on works

From Little: Can you recommend a good simulation program for the hands-on skills?

From Daphne Dale: Here is handy chart of resources that can be used for virtual learning... most of them free. If you see a heart emoji that means it is a favorite! [https://docs.google.com/document/d/19Y_cmTV2EQU-2b0a_ZLwhHiY1i3ctxPGZqv4jcM_ts0/preview?fbclid=IwAR29ojv0TuYYn-cg8Ki2XYdAs9ISFPuAx4xDCSTIEkBddx5hxXVaKevGgA#](https://docs.google.com/document/d/19Y_cmTV2EQU-2b0a_ZLwhHiY1i3ctxPGZqv4jcM_ts0/preview?fbclid=IwAR29ojv0TuYYn-cg8Ki2XYdAs9ISFPuAx4xDCSTIEkBddx5hxXVaKevGgA#)

From Jennifer Kovacs: We were told that no skills could be worked on at home? That working on skills outside of the classroom was not allowed. So, no hands-on allowed.

From DiDiana Cooper: Hi Vanessa, Diana

From Stephen DeWitt: Keep in mind that your state and local school district may have rules/approval processes related to resources and expenditures.

From DiDiana Cooper: Thank you Daphne!

From Vanessa Bennett: Hey Diana!!!

From Tania: Absolutely agree with normalcy and keeping students motivated to learn. NY regents are cancelled and most practical certification exams are also postponing or cancelling (I'm waiting for Prometric to respond to my already scheduled test dates), how are you keeping students motivated when (to them) there is no reward at the end now?

From Rosa Villarreal: At this point, even AHA has changed or will be changing guidelines to skills

From sondra.cline: Pulse, respirations, hand washing, bed making, all easy skills for at home practice.

From sondra.cline: Has National HOSA Meeting in Houston, TX been officially cancelled?

From Mike Oechsner: It has not

From Brock.Rops: I think by May 1 they will make a decision.

From Cynthia Wampler: I see a comment about Prometrics. Is this a Florida Dental Hygiene instructor? I missed the first part of your comment

From M Burton: Can CNA still Licenses without hours, with sign off if Sills?

From sondra.cline: Does anyone have a contact with Prometric? There are so many CNA's needed now and I had several students that passed written exam, their skills EXCEPT for Indirect Care. Are others having trouble with Indirect Care being the major fail portion of your students testing?

From M Burton: Can CNA still Licenses without hours, with sign off on skills?

From Nancy Allen: [https://www.healthscienceconsortium.org/webinars/](https://www.healthscienceconsortium.org/webinars/)

From Sharon Bean: any good ideas for how to celebrate graduations without being together?
16:51:51 From Jenelle Cummins: Free FEMA courses are a great opportunity as well. I used these for student workers when I worked in higher education. Google FEMA free courses.

16:51:55 From Nancy Allen: March 18 webinar has a Google Drive link with tremendous amt of free resources

16:52:12 From Shelia: We have thought about a parade, drive through diploma pick up

16:52:18 From Nancy Allen: Like our FB page NCHSE and get daily updates.

16:52:29 From Nancy Allen: Twitter @nchse3

16:52:32 From Tracee Godfrey: Washington is already all closed for the rest of the year

16:52:43 From Nancy Allen: Instagram NCHSE2020

16:53:01 From Shelia: From this point forward all the CTSO groups may have to revamp themselves, a large crowd gathering from here on out may be taboo

16:53:03 From Colleen: Representing the NCCT - regarding proctored testing at home. please understand that some of our accreditors, in our instance the NCCA - will not permit us to utilize these home exams. We have reached out to them and I'm sure they are doing all they can to approve different routes - but right now home exams are not an option for us. We will certainly keep everyone updated if something changes.


16:53:58 From Nancy Allen: Google Drive for YOU!

16:54:11 From Beth Brumley: Thank you Nancy!

16:54:28 From DiDiana Cooper: From Diana: Sheila, that's a great idea! I will share this with my Director to share with our Superintendent.

16:55:10 From APerkins: Dana,

16:55:24 From DiDiana Cooper: Thank you Nancy!

16:56:27 From Aden Ramirez: Arizona has different directions.

16:56:46 From Janet Sparks: TY for the Google info!!!

16:57:57 From Omega Soto: Thank you for sharing.

16:58:10 From Omega Soto: They have stopped here in NM

16:59:57 From Stephen DeWitt: Thank you for all of the resources being shared!

17:00:35 From Nancy Allen: https://www.besomethingamazing.com/

17:00:50 From Nancy Allen: https://explorehealthcareers.org/

17:02:34 From Sue Keppler: Building resiliency is also important

17:03:14 From Rosa Villarreal: I am hoping that the district as a whole should also address this, especially for teachers

17:03:37 From Rosa Villarreal: sorry, especially because of the students

17:04:06 From JVarma: Thank You for all the information

17:04:32 From Robert Harsherger: the class of 2020 has perfect vision on the future

17:04:33 From Paul Boff: That is a great idea!

17:05:13 From Shana: Well said. Thank you.

17:05:39 From Shirlene Bender: Great idea, Dana!

17:05:44 From Holly Herd: I did a Google Slideshow last night of all of my pictures from this semester to remind the kids of their happy times. I asked them to share their favorite memories with me. I shared it in Google Classroom.
17:05:48  From Janet: Thank you Nancy for your wisdom
17:09:10  From Carol Warnock: What will happen to States whose HOSA Leadership Conference was cancelled
17:09:19  From Linda West: Since state HOSA in Texas was canceled, how do we know who is eligible to complete at ILC?
17:09:40  From Joi Jones: Do you know what will happen for the students that weren't able to have their state leadership conference?
17:10:12  From sondra.cline: Get 'em Linda! :}
17:10:33  From Holly Herd: TN HOSA is working towards doing our State Competitions virtually. our kids were told to still upload to Tallo.
17:10:35  From Shelia: Most states did not have a conference, so how could you have a national conference? I can't believe the state of Texas would allow a gathering, and virtual is ok but it is not possible to do team competitive events like EMT? I just can't wrap my head around it with the format that is currently in place.
17:10:35  From Janet: Texas HOSA is working on the eligible students for ILC. More to come...
17:11:02  From Stephen DeWitt: FYI, ACTE has not canceled CareerTech VISION. We are monitoring the situation. We are working on converting some conferences to online. Next week our Work-based Learning conference, originally scheduled for Iowa, will now be online: https://www.acteonline.org/wbl-conference/
17:11:20  From aclark: In SC we are having a virtual state conference so that our students can have state winners and be eligible for the ILC.
17:11:37  From Mike Oechsner: Nevada HOSA, as well as MANY other states, is holding virtual conferences. And what we are doing (starts next Wednesday) is going to be AWESOME! Im very proud that we are not taking away one of the very last things students have available to them and very pleased that National HOSA feels the same way.
17:12:04  From sstubbs: NC is also still having a virtual state conference.
17:12:13  From sondra.cline: Arkansas HOSA was held early March, FYI
17:12:33  From Shelia: I just don't see how a conference with a few representatives makes sense, but I guess if students can do it ok and if they can't too bad.
17:12:36  From Nancy Osborn: Iowa did a virtual event March 15-16-17. It worked out really well and any state with questions should contact Iowa HOSA.
17:12:44  From Dana Van Laeys - NCCT: NCCT has online exam review materials for 7 different allied health certifications.
17:12:48  From Brock.Rops: ND HOSA is doing virtual conference this week and its going quite well, Katie Shahan is the HOSA State Adviser.
17:12:55  From wehmes1: Missouri HOSA transitioned to a virtual platform as well. There were a total of 34 states that had to cancel their face-to-face SLCs. :
17:13:04  From Mike Oechsner: Shelia - Nevada is expecting over 70% of students to be participating - we had to have them reconfirm their competitions, and they have been
17:14:10  From Sue Keppler: Sadly we weren't able to do a virtual SLC in PA due to access issues.
From Stephen DeWitt: If there are questions that have not been answered, please ask! Even if presenters do not have the answer, it will help understand what teachers are grappling with - thanks!

From Shelia: Mike, how would you do an event like EMT that requires skills? How would you ensure students test without cheating? I guess I would have to have more detail to get my head around it. I just think the numbers will be low and it will be better than nothing but not all inclusive.

From Brock.Rops: SD HOSA will have their virtual awards on YouTube this Saturday. We had 19 events sent to a google folder that judges had access to. We had much fewer participate...but we pulled 57 competitive events off!

From William: Greetings to all, I would like to know what is the position that will have to be discussed between post secondary educational institutions and universities to seek an agreement on the transition between both educational levels for our 12th grade students.

From Vera: NC plans to conduct virtual SLC when we return to school...whenever that is. : )

From Molly Crom: We were able to do a Virtual Competition in Iowa this year. It was very well organized and went quite well!

From Mike Oechsner: Hi Shelia - we are just doing tests in those two events. We have reduced the testing time by 50% and added tie breaker questions - so if they were to try to cheat, they won't have time to finish

From Cheryl: Ohio HOSA having virtual competitions week of April 20th.

From Mike Oechsner: It's different, but it's going to be fantastic

From Shelia: Mike, so they just do an online test without skills?

From Mike Oechsner: correct

From sstubbs: NC is holding the virtual SLC the week of April 27-May 1. Details were sent out last week.

From Amy Price: Can you please give the website and info that she was just talking about regarding the movie?

From Stephen DeWitt: FYI, when ACTE transitioned our WBL conference to online our registration numbers actually increased...so you may have some surprises in transitions.

From aclark: SC Virtual Conference is April 19-24th. We currently have about 1/3rd of our original competetitors signed up. That's still 500 students and they have a week left to register. We are doing 49 events that combine testing, Tallo submissions, you tube videos etc.

From Shelia: sstubbs, I am in NC, have not seen those details, just a survey of if we could do it and the numbers are about half of what I know of so far. I get they want to do something so registration does not have to be refunded, but I just think students are over it and have more important things to do than another online test, since that is all they would be doing.

From Mike Oechsner: Shelia - feel free to reach directly to me - mike@nevadahosa.org
From Vera: I am NC as well and I have not received any info either. I am on the NC website and I see nothing. Do you have details?

From Mike Oechsner: While a test is all they will do for EMT, we are still holding general sessions, symposiums, keynote, we have over 200 hours of professional development, we have interactive things happening every single day - HOSA is about more than competition - and we are making this a full experience.

From Tania: Dana what site was that again that had the licensing for CNA, Vet Science..

From Stephen DeWitt: ACTE has partnered with Accenture on their Skills 2 Succeed course focused on employability skills. These are free and you can find the pass code on our website at https://www.actonline.org/s2s/

From Amy Elliott: What was the CNA site with skills for free?

From Joan Sarno: 4yourCNA

From wehmes1: What a perfect last question! We should always look for the silver lining. Thank you Linda, Dana, and Nancy for leading this webinar!

From julie castillo: I appreciate the helpful and hopeful message here. It certainly feels like a community of educators.

From Shaquita: True Dana

From Becky Cornelius: Enjoyed this! Thank you so much for hosting!

From sondra.cline: Those mileage increases might pass now!!!

From Sue Keppler: Thank you for hosting. Resource links are great.

From M Burton: Be safe and well all thank you

From little: There's always a silver lining. It's our students!

From user: Thank you!

From Robert Pearl Starks: ACTE Learn Free Resources: https://www.ctelearn.org/free-resources.php

From Janet: thank you for hosting!

From Stephen DeWitt: Thank you everyone for participating on today's webinar!

From Terri McCartney: Thank you!

From Monica Olaque-Marchan: What a way for all of us to learn that we all are really IN THE SAME BOAT!

From Kathy Lauver: Thank you for all of the great input and information! Stay healthy everyone :)

From Karen Fleming: This has been a great webinar. So much information and resources to research. Thank you.